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Abstract

In order to clarify the release of avalanches every winter, observation site has been established in

cold snowy regions where the air temperature is below *� almost all winter to observe the meteoro-

logical elements and avalanche occurrences using video camera and seismometers. These observa-

tions obtained records of ++/ dry surface avalanches, ,0 wet surface avalanches and 2- wet full-depth

avalanches. The form of large-scale avalanches is a dry slab surface avalanche and they were

released at two slopes on .* degrees between elevations of +0/* and +2/* m a.s.l. The large-scale

avalanches with horizontal run-out distance longer than +*** m were almost all dry surface ava-

lanches.

A study of calculated the snow stability index (SI) shows that SI was low and conditions for the

avalanche release from inside snow cover accumulated during heavy snowfall were satisfied except

for two large-scale avalanches occurred under little snowfall when large-scale avalanches occurred.

The snow pit measurements near the release area of large-scale dry slab surface avalanches reveal the

presence of weak layers such as solid-type depth hoar or depth hoar and stability index of the weak

layers are low. Moreover, it is under the condition that solid-type depth hoar layers are apt to be

formed around the avalanche release area by regularly measuring snow pits.

Therefore, the conditions for large-scale dry slab surface avalanches occurred in the newly

deposited snow layer are satisfied when snowfall is heavy, the release of large-scale avalanches is

presumably related to the existence of a weak layer such as solid type depth hoar or depth hoar.

+. Introduction

The state of avalanche occurrences during winter

season are now determined mainly by surveys per-

formed after avalanche disasters occur instead of by

continuous monitoring at points or over wide areas.

When large-scale dry surface avalanches that cause

particularly severe disasters have occurred, the avail-

able information concerning such disasters is usually

obtained after their occurrence. So the information

about air temperature and snow cover at the time of

avalanche occurrences near the release area and about

the characteristics of the avalanche itself can rarely

be obtained. Moreover, there is very little informa-

tion about the state of avalanche occurrences during a

single winter in avalanche occurrence region and ti-

me-history information that shows changes in the

number of occurrences in di#erent winters.

For that reason the acquisition of avalanche data

is necessary, but it is di$cult to observe avalanche in

full-scale conditions owing to the experimental di$c-

ulties, dangerousness, cost, social condition, etc.

In Japan, several avalanche observations have

been measured using visual observation and measur-

ing avalanche tremors with other measuring instru-

ments. The movement observation has been carried

out systematically on the purpose of researching espe-

cially powder dry surface avalanche named ‘Hou’ by

using many measuring instruments containing the

visual and avalanche tremor observations at Shiai-

dani in Kurobe, Toyama Prefecture (Kurobe Ava-

lanche Measurement Group, +323). This research also

carried the artificial avalanche observation. Many

precious knowledge were gained especially in ava-

lanche dynamics. A video camera and three seis-
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mometers were installed at Kanisawa-shinden in Shio-

zawa, Niigata Prefecture in +33* (Muramatsu, +33-).

Some wet full-depth and surface avalanches were de-

tected. This research referred the detection level of

avalanche tremor compared with micro-tremor and

artificial ground vibration. Dry snow avalanches ob-

servation has been carried out by using visual obser-

vation and avalanche tremors at Makunosawa in

Myoko, Niigata Prefecture (Takeuchi et al., ,**+).

These avalanche release data were compared with

snow stability index and snow pit wall measurements.

The avalanche release point and avalanche mass were

estimated by observing dry full-depth avalanches

measured in avalanche scale using , video cameras

and . seismometers in ,**+ at Toikanbetsu, Hokkaido

(Imanishi et al., ,**.).

It is true a few observation cases of avalanches

are carried out even at present but the accumulation

of avalanche data is needed to make clear the phe-

nomenon of avalanche. It is best to observe ava-

lanches themselves for the research, but the condition

that an artificial avalanche cannot be carried out be-

cause of dangerous and di$culties makes hard to

obtain avalanche data. Therefore, it is di$cult to

observe the avalanche occurrences and natural ava-

lanches are the main target for avalanche research in

Japan.

The authors have performed avalanche observa-

tions by the visual observation using video camera at

++ points where were proved that an avalanche disas-

ter broke out in the past or avalanche often occurred

(Akiyama and Takeshi, ,**.). In these observation

points, the south slope of Happone in Hakuba Village,

Nagano Prefecture had been thought of large-scale

avalanche prone area. A large-scale avalanche broke

the wing of sabo dam on Kuzure-sawa River in the

south slope of Happone in December +32+, and the

aerial photograph could take the trace of large-scale

surface avalanche with run-out distance of ,-** m

along Kuzure-sawa River in March +330. Only a vis-

ual observation of avalanches was started using video

camera installed at the point with a view of entire the

south slope of Happone every winter from December

+330. The scope of avalanche observation reaches at

an elevation of almost ,*** m a.s.l. on the south slope

of Happone that is a cold region with heavy snowfall

and where the winter temperature is usually below

*�. The video images have confirmed that many

dry surface avalanches including large-scale dry slab

surface avalanches occurred (Akiyama and Takeshi,

,**.). This observation point has three merits for the

research of natural avalanche.

+) Many scale natural avalanches occur.

,) It is possible to view all the avalanche movement

using one video camera from avalanche release area

to deposit area.

-) It is possible to arrive at a location close to ava-

lanche release areas throughout the winter using the

ski resort facilities, so the data of meteorological data

and snow condition near the avalanche release area

can be measured and commercial power source can be

used for observation instruments.

Accordingly, a variety of field measurements

newly performed along with video observation near

avalanche release and deposit areas began in Decem-

ber ,**,. This paper reports on the studies of the

characteristics of avalanche occurrences at this site

and of the release mechanisms of dry surface ava-

lanches up to March ,**/.

,. Contents of the surveys and research

,.+ Outline of the avalanche observation area and con-
tents of the observations

The avalanche observation site is a slope contain-

ing the drainage basin of Kuzure-sawa valley that is

on the south slope of Happone, its elevation ranges

from 21* to +31* m a.s.l., its maximum width is ,./ km,

and its maximum slope length is ,.1 km (Fig. +).

The observation locations and items are shown in

Fig. ,. Visual observation of avalanches using video

camera from a point (location + in Fig. ,; inside

Hakuba .1 Ski Resort) with a distant view of the

slopes began in December +330. The observation pe-

riods varied according to snow cover conditions each

winter, but extended from December to April centered

on January to March. The video observation of ava-

lanches is able to monitor slopes from S+ to S- (Fig. ,)

on a single screen. Many avalanches were released

on slope S+; A and B are large-scale surface avalanche

release areas, and they sometimes reach to Hirakawa

River. On the slopes of S, and S-, large-scale ava-

lanches have not broken out and avalanche occur-

rences were fewer than in area S+. The video images

help to guide understanding of the occurrences and

form of avalanches. The video observations at the

site were based on recording one image every *./ to +

second using time-lapse video that is capable of long-

term recording, and beginning December ,**,, digital

recording equipment was also used, making possible

of monitoring slopes where avalanches are released

throughout the winter without replacing recording

media for the long time.

In addition, it is possible to reach a location close

to avalanche release areas throughout the winter us-

ing the ski resort facilities, beginning in December

,**,, meteorological observations, measurements of

snow pit walls, and measurements of ground vibra-

tion caused by avalanches (avalanche tremor) were

performed directly in a higher place of the avalanche

release area (location , in Fig. ,). At the same time,

measurements of avalanche tremors and snow pit

walls were performed in the vicinity of avalanche

pass or deposit area (location - and . in Fig. ,).
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Two seismometers, Tokyo Sokushin VSE-+/D

(range: *.,�+**Hz, natural frequency: +Hz) and Mark

Products L-,,D (range: ,�: .*Hz, natural frequency: ,

Hz) were installed for measuring avalanche tremors at

location , and -, respectively. Tremors data were

measured on the vertical motion of ground vibration

every *.*+ second (+**Hz) recording at all times near

the avalanche release area (location ,) , and recording

only triggered when ground vibration exceeded the

standard value near the avalanche pass (location -).

These seismometers may catch all the ground vibra-

tion data including noises. The ground shock such

as mass snow falling from trees or movement of ani-

mals is able to be distinguished easily because these

waveforms have the characteristics of short duration

and instant vibration. If avalanches occur and flow,

either or both seismographs sometimes measure ava-

lanche movement. Earthquakes can also be detected

but two seismometers can not always catch them

because of the di#erence in the ground conditions

where installed, characteristics of seismometers and

recording method. The Hakuba Earthquake Obser-

vation Station (E.HKB) of the Earthquake Observa-

tion Center of Earthquake Research Institute in the

University of Tokyo measured only earthquake re-

cords, so these records were used in order to extract

avalanche tremors exactly.

Snow pit walls were regularly measured in the

interval for +* to +/ days. Snow depth, temperature,

grain shape, density, hardness and shear strength of

weak layer were measured.

Furthermore, meteorological records from auto-

mated meteorological data acquisition system of Ja-

pan Meteorological Agency (AMeDAS Hakuba: lo-

cated elevation 1*- m a.s.l.) and meteorological data

observed Hakuba .1 Ski Resort (observed elevation

++0* m a.s.l.) were used.

,., Analysis of the measured avalanche data
When the video recording media were replayed

and video images for the release of avalanches until

their deposition were obtained, +) time of release, ,)

forms, -) scale and location information, and .) motion

of avalanches were revealed. Some image had only

the trace after the avalanche occurrence. In this case,

+) and .) are not clear but it was possible to obtain

records of ,) and -) as avalanche information.

The forms of the avalanche were classified using

those factors such as form of release (slab or point-

Fig. ,. Location map of the avalanche observation points.

Fig. +. Avalanche observation site (south side slope of

Happone in Hakuba Village).
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starting), water content of the snow (dry or wet) and

position of the slip (surface or full-depth). When the

form of release is a small-scale surface avalanche, it

may be di$cult to perform a classification. It can be

assumed that it is dry snow when a surface avalanche

that is clearly accompanied by snow cloud, however,

it is di$cult to classify as dry or wet based only on the

image when it is a flowing avalanche without a snow

cloud. In this case, the judgment is made based on

snowfall and changes in air temperature shown in

meteorological records obtained before the avalanche

occurrence.

The specifications such as release location and

run-out distance were calculated by setting the eleva-

tion of the release and deposition using +/+**** topog-

raphical maps. In addition, /* m mesh DEM (digital

elevation model) was used to obtain the slope inclina-

tion for each mesh to perform the inclination classific-

ation of the entire slope that was observed.

Video observation often fails to watch slopes

when snow is falling or at night. So when an investi-

gation was done to determine if it is or is not possible

to see an avalanche release slope in one hour units in

nine winters from December +330 to March ,**/, it

was possible to monitor the slope for between ,2�
and /0� of the time (an average of approximately

.*�) during a single winter. Surface avalanches

di#er from full-depth avalanches in that the ground is

not exposed where they breaks out. If small-scale

avalanches break out, surface avalanches are hard to

be recognized rather than full-depth avalanches be-

cause it is di$cult to see judging from the color tones.

Therefore, it is impossible to record all avalanches by

visual observations. So the avalanche occurrences

are detected by observing avalanche tremors using

seismometer that can be detected when observation

by video is impossible. Using video and seismometer

together for avalanche detection is an e#ective met-

hod and various analyses were done by combining

both data (Sabot et al., +332; Imanishi et al., ,**.).

-. Characteristics of detected avalanches

Figure - shows the results of classifying the in-

clines in / degrees classes of those slopes higher than

3** m where avalanches occurred. Observing slopes

were classified as slope S+ where many avalanches

were released and the other slopes S, and S-, but the

characteristics of the inclination frequency distribu-

tion are similar, the commonest inclinations are be-

tween -/ and .* degrees, and almost none are more

than /* degrees. The inclination on slope S+, A and

B, where large-scale surface avalanches occurred re-

leased is approximately .* degrees.

The results of the observations clarified the speci-

fications of avalanches in ,,. cases (+.+ surface ava-

lanches, 2- full-depth avalanches) until March ,**/.

Figure . shows the state of avalanche occurrences

every month by form of these avalanches. At this

site, during the observation period, the most common

form of avalanche was dry surface avalanche and

mostly occurred in February, with none occurring in

April. Many full-depth avalanches were broken out

since March.

Figure / shows the relationship of the horizontal

run-out distance by form of avalanche with the eleva-

tion di#erence from the avalanche release area to the

Fig. -. Inclination of the observed slopes (elevation of

3** m a.s.l. or higher).

Fig. .. State of avalanche occurrences by forms.

Fig. /. Relation between horizontal run-out distance

and vertical di#erence in elevation of avalanches.
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deposit area. In the case of a large-scale avalanche,

the run-out distance is lengthened along its course.

The run-out distance of almost all avalanches was

approximately up to 1** m, and the wet full-depth

avalanches are all in this range. Large-scale ava-

lanches with run-out distance exceeding + km were

dry surface avalanches excluding one wet surface

avalanche. In case of dry surface avalanches, run-out

distance exceeding ,/** m also occurred.

Figure 0 shows the relationship with horizontal

run-out distance and release area elevation of ava-

lanches. The avalanche release points of almost all

surface avalanches are between elevations from +-**

to +3** m a.s.l., but large-scale cases occurred on slopes

at A (approximate elevation of +2/* m a.s.l.) and B

(approximate elevation of +0/* m a.s.l.) in Fig. ,. Wet

full-depth avalanches occurred at elevations between

+*** and +0** m a.s.l., but not above +0** m, and many

avalanches broke out on parts other than the slopes of

A and B. The wet surface avalanches show charac-

teristics intermediate between dry surface avalanches

and wet full-depth avalanches.

.. Examples of the large-scale avalanche occur-

rence

Table + shows the large avalanches in the de-

tected data that occurred during each of the past six

winters. It was possible to obtain video records from

the release to the deposition of only three large-scale

avalanches that occurred in February ,*** and in

March ,**-; the rest were judged based on video im-

ages of avalanche trace, field surveys during measure-

ments of snow pit walls, and avalanche tremor obser-

vations. During the winter period from December

Fig. 0. Relation between horizontal run-out distance

and release elevation of avalanches.

Fig. 1. Avalanche tremors of large-scale dry slab surface avalanches released from slope A.
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,*** to April ,**+, the largest avalanche was a wet

slab surface avalanche, but the others were dry slab

surface avalanches.

On January ,., ,**. and January +,, ,**/, records

of avalanche tremor of large-scale surface avalanches

were obtained. There are no video records of ava-

lanches when they occurred because snow was falling,

but visible images after the avalanche occurrences

and field surveys have shown that two dry slab sur-

face avalanches broke out from the slope A. Figure 1

shows avalanche tremor records at those times. The

wave form in the avalanche pass area (location -)

shows characteristic in spindle shape, but near the

release area (location ,), there is no distinctive shape,

it is unclear, and even the wave forms of the micro

tremors are disrupted. This is a result of the fact that

the avalanche tremors were observed in a higher

place of the slope B, it is estimated that vibration

declines because of a long distance from release area

in the slope A. On December ,*, ,**-, large-scale

surface avalanche occurred from slope B and seis-

mometer in a higher place of the avalanche release

area caught the avalanche tremor. Unfortunately,

another seismometer was o# line so it is not clear if

two seismometers could catch the avalanche tremor

simultaneously.

/. Comparison of large-scale avalanche occur-

rences and snow stability index

/.+ Snow stability index
Snow stability index (SI) in the snow on the slope

is represented as follows based on the shear stress t

(N m�,) and the shear strength SFI (N m�,) inside the

snow layer (Roch, +300).

SI�SFI�t�

The shear stress t is the force component in the direc-

tion of incline of the snow load per unit of horizontal

area of the snow on a slope, and if the inclination is

represented by q;

t�W�cosq�sinq�

Danger of avalanche occurrence is high when SI be-

comes smaller than . (Roch, +300).

Shear strength SFI was measured using the ,/*

cm, shear frame (Sommerfeld, +32.) and comparing

many avalanche occurrences and SI using the data

measured by the ,/* cm, shear frame; danger of sur-

face avalanche occurrence was critical when SI be-

came smaller than +./ (Schleiss and Schleiss, +31*;

Perla, +311).

Regarding that snowfall changes from new snow

to lightly compacted snow, then to compacted snow

under the condition of equi-temperature metamor-

phism in snow, stability of snow on the slope is able to

be calculated. Shear strength of each snow layer is

able to be estimated based on the concept of changing

snow density according to viscous compression the-

ory of snow and the relation between shear strength

and density of snow (Endo, +33-). The calculation

method of SI was described in detail mainly reviewed

based on Endo, +33-, what is more, it was added to the

ideas of the coe$cient changed by snow temperature

between compressive viscosity and snow density up

to -**kg m�- , calculating snow temperature for judg-

ing dry or wet in a snow layer and calculating initial

snow density using snow temperature (Suizu, ,**,).

In case of calculating SI at Happone, air and snow

temperature were usually below *� and snow density

sometimes became more than -**kg m�-. Accord-

ingly, only a dry snow is thought and another rela-

tionship between the coe$cient of compressive vis-

cosity and snow density (Kojima, +301) is used when

calculated density exceeds -**kg m�-. In accordance

with this method, stability index (SI) of each snow

layer in the snow cover was calculated at intervals of

six hours from December to March of each winter and

these values were compared with the occurrences of

avalanche. The initial snow density was assumed to

be 0*kg m�- and snow layer inclination was adopted

to .* degrees which equals to the inclination of slopes

A and B where large-scale surface avalanches were

released. The rainfall was set by a correction based

on wind speed (Ohno et al., +332) as snowfall in a case

of air temperature of ,� or less. The snow depth and

snowfall obtained by calculating were estimated val-

ues at the elevation of +1** m a.s.l. in the avalanche

release areas. Therefore, records of the snow depth

and snowfall (measured twice a day) at the Hakuba .1

Ski Resort (++0* m a.s.l.) near the avalanche release

area were compared to assess the suitability of the

calculation.

As meteorological and snow conditions for the

calculation for SI, records of observation at location ,

in Fig. , were used as meteorological information

from December ,**,. Data from AMeDAS Hakuba

was used up to that time, so for air temperature and

rainfall were estimated using correlation between lo-

cation , and AMeDAS Hakuba meteorological data

from December ,**, to March ,**/. Data of air tem-

perature (�) and rainfall (mm) were calculated as

follows.

Air temp��location ,��*.3�Air temp��AMeDAS Hakuba�
�..0�

Rainfall�location ,��+.,0�Rainfall�AMeDAS Hakuba�

The snow stability index was calculated by obtaining

the SI of the bottom surface of each layer at intervals

of six hours, then obtaining the minimum SI value of

all SI values within the snow layers as the snow

stability index of the snowpack.

Next part explains meteorological conditions,

snow and avalanche release conditions, and change of

the snow stability index from December to March
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during the winters, +333 to ,***, ,**+ to ,**,, ,**- to

,**., and ,**. to ,**/, when large dry slab avalanches

exceeding +*** m in run-out distance occurred.

/., Results for the winter of +333 to ,***

During the winter of +333 to ,***, only video

observation was made and the meteorological condi-

tions were represented by corrected values from AMe-

DAS Hakuba. Video observation found +0 dry sur-

face avalanches and 0 wet full-depth avalanches (Fig.

2). On February / and ,-, large-scale dry slab surface

avalanches were released (No. + and , in Table +).

Snow stability index at release time was ..0 on

February / and /., on February ,-, and concentrated

snowfall did not occur immediately before these ava-

lanches. During this winter, snow pit walls were not

measured, so it was not clear if there were any weak

layers.

/.- Results for the winter of ,**+ to ,**,

During the winter of ,**+ to ,**,, only video

observation was done again and the meteorological

conditions were set using corrected AMeDAS Hakuba

data. The video observation found 3 dry surface ava-

lanches and 0 wet full-depth avalanches (Fig. 3). It

was determined that on January 0, a large-scale sur-

face avalanche (No. . in Table +) was released at the

slope at B in Fig. ,, but because of continuous snow-

fall that started +/: ** on January ., it was impossible

to obtain video image of this avalanche, so the precise

time of its release was not known. The series of

snowfall that ended this period of snowfall increased

the snow depth by ., cm (added up di#erence per

hour of 0* cm and precipitation of 0- mm) according to

values measured by AMeDAS Hakuba. Snow stabil-

ity index from January . to 0 was within a range from

+.* to ,.3, so it can be estimated that the period had

been under the condition of avalanche danger. The

Fig. 2. Meteorological conditions, variation of stability index and avalanche detections (Dec.

+333�Mar. ,***)

(a) Air temperature and rainfall at the avalanche release area (+1** m a.s.l.) estimated by

AMeDAS Hakuba meteorological data.

(b) Height of snow observed at the meteorological station (++0* m a.s.l.) in Hakuba .1 Ski

Resort.

(c) Height of snow on the avalanche release area (calculated).

(d) Snow stability index (calculated).

(e) Avalanche detection by the visual observation.
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snow pit wall measurements performed near the lar-

ge-scale avalanche release area on January 0 reveal

that there were solid-type depth hoar layers with total

thickness of 3+ cm below +/* cm from the snow sur-

face.

/.. Results for the winter of ,**- to ,**.

The video observations confirmed +/ avalanches

by April -, but almost all were small-scale full-depth

avalanches (Fig. +*). Avalanche tremors were ob-

served .+ times above the avalanche release areas

(location ,) ,0/ times in deposit areas (location -) and

+1 times in both areas, but judging from a field survey

and avalanche tremor results, two large surface ava-

lanches occurred on December ,* and January ,.,

when video observations could not record images (No.

0 and 1 in Table +).

The series of snowfall ending on December ,*

when the avalanche occurred increased the snow

depth prior to the avalanche release by .- cm accord-

ing to AMeDAS Hakuba measurement values (added

up di#erence per hour .0 cm, precipitation of -3 mm).

The measured precipitation based on meteorological

observations at location , was 30 mm. Snow stability

index at the time of the avalanche occurrence was *.3

that is less than +.*.

The series of snowfall prior to the avalanche re-

lease on January ,. increased the snow depth prior to

the avalanche release by /0 cm according to AMeDAS

Hakuba measurement values (added up di#erence per

hour /3 cm, precipitation of .- mm), and the measured

precipitation at location , was -/ mm. Snow stability

index at the time of the avalanche release was +.+. In

both cases, it can be estimated that the snowfall pe-

riod had been under the condition of avalanche dan-

ger.

Fig. 3. Meteorological conditions, variation of stability index and avalanche detections (Dec.

,**+�Mar. ,**,).

(a) Air temperature and rainfall at the avalanche release area (+1** m a.s.l.) estimated by

AMeDAS Hakuba meteorological data.

(b) Height of snow observed at the meteorological station (++0* m a.s.l.) in Hakuba .1 Ski

Resort.

(c) Estimated height of snow on the avalanche release area (calculated).

(d) Snow Stability index (calculated).

(e) Avalanche detection by the visual observation.
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The snow pit wall measurements were not done

near the avalanche release area after the occurrences

of large-scale avalanche, each four times near the

release area (location ,) and near the deposit area

(location .) in Fig. ,. The stratigraphies of snow near

the release area were formed of mostly new snow and

compacted snow with a weak layer of solid-type depth

hoar. However, the snow structure near the deposit

area was mostly formed compacted snow and granu-

lar snow. There were cases of snow temperature of

*� and no weak layer like that found near the release

area was detected.

During this winter, video images revealed a wet

surface avalanche and four wet full-depth avalanches

triggered by the e#ects of a rise of the air temperature

and rainfall caused by low atmospheric pressure from

February ,* to ,,. These avalanches broke out at

elevations lower than +./* m a.s.l. Many avalanche

tremors recorded during this period were detected in

the low elevation deposit area (location -) from Febru-

ary ,+ to ,-.

/./ Results for the winter of ,**. to ,**/

During this winter, no avalanche occurrence was

Fig. +*. Meteorological conditions, variation of stability index and avalanche detections

(Dec. ,**-�Mar. ,**.).

(a) Air temperature and rainfall at location , (+1** m a.s.l.).

(b) Height of snow observed at the meteorological station (++0* m a.s.l.) in Hakuba .1 Ski

Resort.

(c) Height of snow on the avalanche release area (calculated).

(d) Snow stability index (calculated).

(e) Avalanche detection by the visual observation.

(f) Avalanche detection by the seismometers.
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detected during the period when video observation

was possible, so the number of detections by ava-

lanche tremors were compared (Fig. ++). Avalanche

tremor observations were not performed after Febru-

ary 2. The large-sale surface avalanche occurred on

January +, (No. 2 in Table +). The continuous snow-

fall up to the release time increased the snow depth by

1* cm (added up di#erence per hour of 1- cm, precipi-

tation of 0/ mm) according to values measured by

AMeDAS Hakuba, and +,+ cm (added up di#erence per

hour of +,. cm, precipitation of 12 mm) according to

values measured at location , and the SI was +... On

January +,, Avalanche tremors were detected five

times near the release and deposit area (location , and

-) at the same time including the large-scale surface

avalanche, so it can be estimated that the period had

been under the condition of avalanche danger.

Measurements of snow pit walls were performed

each four times near the release area (location ,) and

the deposit area (location .) on and later than January

+3 after the large-scale avalanche. In the former case,

there was a minus snow temperature and forming

solid-type depth hoar layers. In the latter case, the

snow temperature was also minus but granular snow

and compacted snow were dominant and solid-type

depth hoar was not formed. On January +3, another

snow pit wall measurements were performed near the

area of large-sale surface avalanche release. Its meas-

urements reveal that there was solid-type depth hoar

and depth hoar layers with a total thickness of .3 cm

on the ground surface.

0. Snow stability index and snow pit wall meas-

urements

The snow wall pit measurements near the large-

Fig. ++. Meteorological conditions, variation of stability index and avalanche detections

(Dec. ,**.�Mar. ,**/).

(a) Air temperature and rainfall at location , (+1** m a.s.l.).

(b) Height of snow observed at the meteorological station (++0* m a.s.l.) in Hakuba .1 Ski

Resort.

(c) Height of snow on the avalanche release area (calculated).

(d) Snow stability index (calculated).

(e) Avalanche detection by the seismometers.
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scale dry slab surface avalanche release area could be

done in January ,**, (No. . in Table +) and in January

,**/ (No. 2 in Table +). Fig. +, shows the snow stabil-

ity index at the time of large-scale avalanche occur-

rences and the stratigraphies of snow measured by

snow pit wall performed near the release area of large-

scale avalanches after its occurrences.

The trace of large-scale avalanche No. . was dis

covered in the morning on January 0 but it was im-

possible to obtain video image because of snowfall.

Snow pit wall near the release area was measured on

January 0, ,**,. Profiles of SI and stratigraphies of

snow related avalanche No. . were shown in the left

figure. Two profiles of SI are shown when the maxi-

mum height of snow was appeared (+// *:**) and

snow pit wall was measured (+/0 +,:**). The value of

SI was low at the upper parts of the snow and this

period had been under the possibility of avalanche

occurrence.

The lower parts of the snowpack were almost all

consisted of solid-type depth hoar by measuring snow

pit. The weak layer was found about +0+ cm under

the surface of snow cover by strength test of weak

layer. Stability index of the weak layer was *.3 by

measuring shear strength SFI using the ,/* cm, shear

frame and snow load on the spot.

The large-scale avalanche No. 2 was detected by

seismometer January +,, ,**/, but it was impossible to

obtain video image because of snowfall. Snow pit

wall near the avalanche release area was measured on

January +3. Profiles of SI and stratigraphies of snow

related avalanche No. 2 were shown in the right fi-

gure. Two profiles of SI are shown when the ava-

lanche occurred (+/+, 0:**) and snow pit wall was

measured (+/+3 +,:**). The value of SI when the

large-scale avalanche occurred is low at the upper

parts of the snow and the new snow snowpack had

the possibility of avalanche occurrence.

The lower parts of snowpack were consisted of

solid-type depth hoar and depth hoar by measuring

snow pit. The weak layer was found in the depth

hoar layer about +*2 cm under the surface of snow

cover by strength test of weak layer. Stability index

of the weak layer was +.2 by measuring shear strength

SFI using the ,/* cm, shear frame and snow load on

the spot.

A study of the snow stability index calculated by

meteorological data shows that the stability index

inside snow layers was low and conditions for the

release of an avalanche from inside snow cover accu-

mulated during heavy snowfall were satisfied other

than two large avalanches that occurred in February

,*** (No. + and , in Table +). However, the snow pit

wall measurements near the large-scale avalanche re-

lease area reveal the existence of solid-type depth

hoar or depth hoar that is the weak layer of the

avalanche, and it is assumed that a rise of the load

produced by the heavy snow caused the avalanche

with this layer as the slip layer. Moreover, many

solid-type depth hoar layers were found in the regu-

larly snow pit wall measurements at location ,.

These layers had +�,, cm of thickness and the weak

layers detected strength test of weak layer had stabil-

ity index from +.0 to /.,. Although the avalanche

observation area is the south slope of Happone in this

study, solid-type depth hoar or depth hoar were con-

firmed on the north slope of Happone by the investi-

gation as to the avalanche accident (Ikeda, ,**,). For

these reasons, it is under the condition that weak

layer such as solid-type depth hoar or depth hoar is

Fig. +,. Snow stability index calculated by the meteorological data, snow pit walls measurement

after the release of large-scale dry slab surface avalanches and snow stability index

measured by shear frame.
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apt to be formed around the large-scale dry slab sur-

face avalanches release area.

If cases where large-scale avalanches occur even

when little snow has fallen and the snow stability

index is high are included, large-scale dry slab surface

avalanches are presumably caused mainly by weak

layers that are solid-type depth hoar or depth hoar.

However, it can be concluded that conditions for the

occurrence of large-scale dry slab surface avalanches

are able to be caused only by heavy snowfall even

without existing a weak layer.

1. Conclusions

Although the slopes observed were wide and the

observation items were not necessarily a uniform ob-

servation system because it was periodically im-

proved, the state of avalanche release and the charac-

teristics of large-scale avalanches were clarified. The

main conclusions from this study are as follows.

�The avalanche observations obtained records of ,,.

avalanches and ++/ (/+�) of them were dry surface

avalanches. Many dry surface avalanches occurred

in February.

�The large-scale avalanches with horizontal run-out

distance longer than +*** m were all dry surface ava-

lanches excluding one wet surface avalanche.

�The large-scale dry slab surface avalanches oc-

curred on two slopes at elevations between +0/* and

+2/* m a.s.l. The wet full-depth avalanches did not

occur above an elevation of +0** m a.s.l.

�The occurrences of large-scale dry slab surface ava-

lanche include cases that can be explained as the

result of a decline of snow stability index inside snow

layers accumulated by heavy snowfall. However,

there are also cases when avalanche occurred without

heavy snowfall and when the minimum snow stabil-

ity index inside the snowpack was high. These cases

are di$cult to explain as those released only by fal-

ling snow.

�Regular measurements of snow pit show that the

weak layer such as solid-type depth hoar was often

detected around the release area but no weak layer

like that found near the release area was found alound

the deposit area.

�The results of snow pit measurements near the

release area of large-scale dry slab avalanches after its

release reveal the presence of solid type depth hoar or

depth hoar layer and stability index of weak layer is

low. So the conditions for large-scale dry avalanches

occurred in the newly deposited snow layer are satis-

fied when snowfall is heavy, the release of large-scale

dry slab surface avalanches is presumably related to

the existence of a weak layer such as solid type depth

hoar or depth hoar.
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